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This program is approved for 2 CPE credit hours. To earn credit you must:
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Notice
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY
THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT
MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons,
without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to,
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.
The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are
subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific situations should be
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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Presented by
• Specializing in designing tax strategies and solutions that
improve business tax outcomes
• 20+ years of public and private sector accounting experience,
both practical and in management, she’s gained the essential
business acumen necessary to be a key advisor to clients

Stacey Roberts, CPA
303-393-2318
sroberts@taxops.com
TaxOps.com

• Managing all compliance issues related to state
income/franchise, SALT, real and personal property and
unclaimed property taxes for flow through entities and C
corporations; identifying planning opportunities and state and
local credits and incentives; and, mitigating state and local
tax controversy issues
• Frequent speaker and instructor on SALT issues for industry
and professional organizations including the Denver Tax
Institute, Product PowerUp, NowCFO and more
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Enforcement &
Solutions
Overview
Banking the cannabis industry
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Who is in the Crosshairs?
State-by-state shortfalls put all business taxpayers in the crosshairs
•

Fiscal year 2021
revenue declines

•

States staring at
debilitating deficits

•

Worst hit states:
California, Colorado,
New Mexico,
Wyoming

•

Track revenue
declines at National
Conference State
Legislatures

•

All vendors, domestic
and international,
may be on the hook
for state and local tax
collection and
remittance for single
jurisdiction and
multijurisdiction
duties
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Multistate taxpayers are
targeted by states’ expanding
definition of nexus
• Physically present vendors
• Remote sellers (aggregate $
and transactions)
• Third party transactions
• Other

• Greater
enforcement

States yield broad powers in
pursuing back taxes, penalties,
and fees for noncompliance
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Multistate Tax Liabilities
Each state has own interpretation

• Enforcement occurs when uncollected taxes are identified
•
•
•
•

States looking beyond borders to collect owed taxes
Failure to file a return is a crime
Exemption certificate errors, omissions, and out-of-date
Statute of limitations concerns
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Multistate Tax Liabilities
Trends

• Sales tax registration – begets income tax filing concerns
– in state's "system"
• Move away from transaction counts
(California, Washington, and Colorado)
• Adopt economic nexus without transaction counts
(Arizona, Idaho, and New Mexico)
• No de minimis at all (Kansas)
• Income tax triggered by sales tax registration – they
know you are doing business in a jurisdiction
• It’s a moving target!
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Multistate Tax Liabilities
How they grow
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How the Need for
a Settlement
Comes About
Banking the cannabis industry
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How
States Find
You:
Trends

Catch-22
Data
Mining
Taxpayer Data
Sales Tax
Exemptions
Local Tax Filings
Transaction Data

CrossReferencing
Payroll
Income Tax
Sales Tax
1099

Business
Registrations
Buying or Selling a
Business
Successor Liability
Tax Clearance
Certificates

Spot
Checks
Using Shopping
Carts to See if
Company is
Adding Tax

Information
Sharing
IRS + State +
U.S. Customs
Secretary of State
Personal and
Corporate Returns

Mobile
Inventory

Sales Tax
Permit
Checks
Roaming Teams at
Trade Shows
Lists of Exhibitors
Triggers Nexus
Questionnaire

Pictures of
Commercial
Trucks in Local
Jurisdictions

Multiple,
Inconsistent,
Late, or
Failure to
File

Whistle
Blowers
Disgruntled
Employees +
Competitors
False claims/Qui
Tam Cases

Audit
Review of
Invoices
Tax Issues with
Vendors

Hotline
Calls
Use Intermediary
to Make Third
Party Inquiries
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Isolated Audit Triggers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cash based businesses
Certain “highlighted” industries
Frequent amendments
Large refund requests
Closing accounts
Observations by auditors
Ignored notices
Customers getting audited
Failure to implement required or recommended changes from
previous audit
• Company featured in news story leads to audit notice
• Due diligence uncovering issues
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Voluntary
Disclosure
Agreements
Banking the cannabis industry
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Voluntary Disclosure Agreement
• A Voluntary Disclosure Agreement is a negotiated, legal and binding
contract where qualified entities may:
• File returns
• Pay taxes and interest due
• Receive a limited look-back period (usually 3 or 4 yrs.) without imposition
of penalties in exchange for future tax compliance
• Forgiven for years prior to that
• Interest and penalties
• Interest is typically statutory
• Penalties are typically waived

• The client profile for a VDA is a business taxpayer that has nexus in
jurisdiction for many years, which is typically created due to physical
presence in prior years and hasn’t filed. They have exposure.
• Generally, entity level only
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Voluntary Disclosure Agreement
Benefits

• Mitigates tax liability, plus typically you get a waiver of
penalties
• Non-compliance
• Failure-to-file penalty for late filing;
• Failure-to-pay penalty for paying late; and
• Freezing your bank accounts, putting a lien on your house,
garnishing your future wages (including benefits like Social
Security) and dipping into future tax refunds you may be entitled
to.
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Voluntary Disclosure Agreements
Best Practices

• Deadlines are important in VDAs – make sure you have all
the data before you contact the jurisdiction
• Some states are more difficult than others to deal with (e.g.,
CA, NJ)
• Communicate with the VDA agent
• VDA will not fix something under audit
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Voluntary Disclosure Agreements
• Use Multistate Tax Commission (MTC) voluntary
disclosure program
• Enter into multiple VDAs at the same time among MTC states
• Pitfalls to be aware of
• Member states choose to follow MTC rules into their laws
• Example (following grid)

• Use state-by-state filings
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MTC Sampling of Uniform Rules
Models in place and in the works
State and local tax

Special rules

Sales and Use

Model general allocation and
apportionment regulations

Airlines

Applicability to sales of computer software

Signatory states under Public Law
86-272

Construction contractors

Lodging taxes

Model S Corporation Income Tax
Act

Publishing

Nexus (Engaging in Business)

Combined reporting

Railroads

Construction inventory

State tax return data and disclosure
of reportable transactions

TV and Radio

Leasing Transactions

Factor presence nexus standard/business activity
taxes

Trucking

Tax notice and information reporting

Add-back of certain intangible and interest
expenses

Receipts Factor – BHC & Subs

Tax Avoidance Transaction
Voluntary Compliance Program
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Streamlined Sales Tax (SST)
• What it is
•

Efforts to streamline Sales and Use Tax (SUT) began in 2000 with
the Streamlined Sales Tax Governing Board, Inc., which promulgated
the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement (SSUTA)

• Goal to reduce collection burden with standard
definitions, characterizations, and tax treatment of
goods and services among states
• 24 states adopted measures in the agreement but not
all agreements alike; SST member states free to
exclude or exempt products and services from taxation
• Limited membership—only 24 member states;
missing are larger states—California, Florida, New
York, and Texas—with the influence to give universal
adoption a greater chance
• What role does SST play in negotiating state tax
settlements?
• May come into play under audit
• Software vendors who are CSPs and compensated by SST
states for compliance may help defend under audit
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Amnesty
Agreements
Banking the cannabis industry
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Amnesty Programs
• Work similarly to VDAs but only run by states every now
and then
• Amnesty programs can be established by states as a way for
taxpayers that have exposure to come into compliance
• These programs are typically created legislatively and
offered for a limited period of time
• They vary in the tax types, conditions, and benefits provided
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Amnesty Programs
• Other considerations
• Look-back period can be longer than a VDA
• Allow additional tax types to participate, other than business
income and sales tax (i.e. individuals can enter into a program, or
payroll taxes)
• Abate interest and penalties, whereas most times, a VDA will not
abate interest
• Some states will have amnesty programs that do not co-exist with
VDA programs
• If amnesty program is running, a taxpayer may not be able to
participate in a VDA
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Amnesty Programs
• Only a handful of amnesty programs running at any one time
• Three states offer active amnesty programs in 2020
• Nevada
• North Carolina
• Washington
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Amnesty Programs
Compare existing programs
Nevada

North Carolina

Washington State

Section 10 of 2020 SB 3
authorizes the Nevada
Department of Taxation to
establish an amnesty program
providing for waiver of penalties
and interest upon payment of
delinquent taxes during the 90day amnesty period to be
established by the Department,
ending not later than June 30,
2021. More information should
be forthcoming from the Nevada
Department of Taxation.

The North Carolina Department
of Revenue has implemented the
voluntary corporate transfer
pricing initiative for corporate
income taxpayers, commencing
August 1, 2020 and ending on
December 1, 2020. More
information on this initiative is
available from the North
Carolina Department of
Revenue.

Washington Department of
Revenue has implemented a
temporarily expanded voluntary
disclosure program, effective
July 15, 2020 through November
30, 2020. More at
https://dor.wa.gov/openbusiness/apply-businesslicense/voluntary-disclosureprogram/voluntary-disclosureprogram-temporarily-expanded

Source: http://www.mtc.gov/Nexus-Program/State-Tax-Amnesties
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VDA vs. Amnesty program
• Weigh which offers better terms
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Negotiating
Settlements &
Litigation
Banking the cannabis industry
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Negotiating Settlements
Considerations

• Waiving Statute of Limitation
• Personal liability (who, when, why, and how executed)
• Discrepancy in facts vs. law
• Engage in penalty abatement proceedings
• When litigation becomes an issue
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Negotiating Settlements
Advocating

• Understand the process
• Always be negotiating

• Risk reduction strategies
• Quick response vs. Extensions
• Settlement strategies
• Developments in tax controversy abatement
• When to engage an advocate
•
•
•
•

Some states require licensed attorneys
Need help with appeal process/procedural requirements
Need someone with connections or familiarity with issues locally
Need to show that litigation is a real possibility
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Manage the Audit
Defense expectations

• Contact Person is key
• Understand tax law &
policy
• Understand your
business
• Facilitate information
gathering
• Maintains message
consistency
• Review list of errors
and fix quickly

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fixed assets
Expenses
Use tax accruals
Sales tax returns
Federal tax return
Sales data-limitations on
what is provided
• Resale and exemption
certificates
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Reframe the Audit
• Consider making disclosures to avoid penalties
• Amended returns/timing
• Correct documentation problems
• Amnesty or Voluntary Disclosure or Compliance
programs (in lieu of audit)
• Don’t go it alone!
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Do You Need Audit Support?
Time
interruption to normal operations

Resources
document requests, explanations, etc.

Ability
tax knowledge, answer questions, strategize

Processes
self – audits, internal controls in reporting
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Value of Using a Third Party
• Prepare for preliminary call to schedule the audit and
initial audit meeting
• Experience
• Understand procedures and timing
• Address concerns
• Synergize and eliminate information requested
• Set expectations up front
• Communicate through a 3rd party
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Defense Sampling
• Carefully evaluate sample method
• Block sample, statistical sample, stratified
• Difficult to change later
• Tip: watch out for samples that…
• Are not representative of the population
• Have extraordinary purchases
• Also, make sure to address how to treat credits in the sample
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Settle or Appeal?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dollar amount
Burden of proof – facts and law
Future impact – ongoing issue?
What are competitors doing?
Publicity and political impact (litigation)
Confidential or proprietary information (litigation)
Availability of witnesses and information
Impact in other states
Opportunity to settle on appeal
Taxpayer friendly courts
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Settle or Appeal (continued)?
• Internal costs
• Legacy computer data
• Archived/destroyed documents

• External costs
• Experts
• Advisers
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Time to Appeal
• Pre-Assessment conferences
• Final Assessment
• Informal hearings
• Formal hearings
• Conferee vs. Tax Court
• Continued negotiations
• Settlement discussions
• Normal trial procedures: discovery, motions practice,
depositions
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Time to Appeal
Informal process
Auditor’s supervisor

Formal process
Conference with hearing officer
Appeals conference
Additional appeals options
Enforcement generally withheld during appeals process
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Litigation Process
Operating concepts

• Deferring to taxing authority, not to be confused with:
• Burden of proof
• Presumption of correctness
• Rules of statutory construction

• Standard of appellate review distinct fact-finding apart from
deference
• When not to defer
• When tax agencies haven’t provided a critical review, rejecting
deferral requires appellate fact-finding
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Administrative Appeal Versus Litigation
• Conferee vs. Court
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Best Practices
Roundup
Banking the cannabis industry
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Multistate Tax Liabilities
1. Recognize non-compliance

• Know your nexus
•
•
•

Know your company’s sales cycle
• Knowing how a sale is initiated and posted will help you in
creating a policy for your company
Manage compliance and practical solutions
Can trigger change in exemption and certificate requirements
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Multistate Tax Liabilities
Recognize non-compliance

• Track and Manage
•
•

Valid certificates can be used to avoid audits
• Buyer responsible but seller gets penalized
• Separate topic; not covered here
State tax settlements
• Voluntary Disclosure
• Amnesty Agreements
• Litigation and appeals

• A word on automating
• Use automated systems to expand sales footprint without having
to manually manage rates and rules
• Provide foundation for current and future expansion on a
compliant framework
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Multistate Tax Liabilities
Recognize non-compliance

• Compliance & Settlement Tracking

Source: Hodgson Russ LLP
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Manage your way out:
Under Audit
• Perform a nexus review (i.e. internal audit) by digging into the state
and local tax facts
• Check filings, math, registrations and exemption records

• Get documentation in order
• Answer notices judiciously
• Act quickly before issue is escalated and options become limited
• Do not admit fault or make a promise to pay
• Be nice!
• Be aware of deadlines during the audit and after (protest, etc.)
• Keep track of communications between you and auditor and any
documentation shared
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Resources
•

Taxfoundation.org

•

All Big Four (Deloitte, Ernst & Young, KPMG, & PwC) have SALT blogs and webinars

•

Institute for Professionals in Taxation (IPT) – Income/Sales Use and Property tax specialists – nationwide
organization – JOIN at $350 per year for sales tax practitioner

•

Coalition to Simplify Colorado Sales Tax

•

Law firms: Eversheds Sutherland , Morrison Forrester, McDermott Will and Emery

•

Avalara’s sales tax expert directory

•

Sales Tax Institute for more training

•

Check out Avalara’s blog!

•

Avalara state-by-state guide

•

Avalara sales tax

•

Subscribe to TaxOps newsletters at TaxOps.com/subscribe
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Visit TaxOps.com for tax business
consulting, compliance and
advocacy

Visit SALTovation.com for strategies and tools for
SALT compliance
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Let’s stay connected
Judy Vorndran, Esq., CPA
jvorndran@taxops.com
720.837.8939
Stacey Roberts, CPA
sroberts@taxops.com
303.393.2318
TaxOps.com │SALTovation.com
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